
18 March 2021

Commissioner John Ramsay
Delegate (Chair)
Tasmanian Planning Commission
GPO Box 1691
Hobart TAS 7001

Dear Commissioner,

Re: Submission on Reserved Roads, Cambria Green PSA AM 2018/03

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the matter of written consent of
the Crown in relation to reserved roads covered by proposed planning scheme
amendment (PSA) AM 2018-03, and the associated issue of Commission jurisdiction. I
note the documents that you have listed as relevant in your directions letter of11 March
2021. This submission refers to these documents as required, provides some
background information and attachments for clarification, and makes the following quite
simple argument -

• the certified PSA definitively establishes the area of land covered by the Specific
Area Plan (SAP) in clause F5.2.1 and Figure 1, and is essentially identical to the
application request;

• this area includes Crown-owned reserved roads for which no written permission
(or evidence of applicant agency on behalf of the Crown) was submitted with the
PSA request; and

• as a result of non-compliance with the requirements of section 33(2A) of the
Land Use Planning Approvals Act (LUPAA) (and presuming the applicant is not
an agent of the Crown), the Commission does not have jurisdiction to determine
AM 2018/03.

The Planning Scheme Amendment,AM 2018/03

As you are aware, the PSA currently under consideration by the TPC, AM 2018/03,
comprises the proposed amendment instrument certified by the planning authority on 24
April 2018. This contains an SAP identical (basically except for numbering) to the
'Cambria Specific Area Plan' requested by the applicant Ireneinc Planning and Urban
Design (on behalf of Cambria Green Agriculture and Tourism Management Pty Ltd) on
19 March 2018.



Obviously, background information and reports discussing the instrument are not the
amendment itself, nor - as I believe you indicated at the recent directions hearing - are
discussions at Council meetings, and subsequent statements by applicants or Council
employees, particularly relevant. I note in this regard the limited relevance of Mr
McElwaine's lengthy history of commentary on the amendment - in contrast to a clear
analysis of the actual text and maps of the amendment instrument.1 The proposed
amendment is, of course, the legal instrument formally approved by the planning
authority for potential insertion into the existing statutory instrument. Commission
guidance on planning scheme amendments from 2017 states that amendment
instruments 'must clearly and accurately describe the draft amendment', 'clearly identify
the area in question either spatially or textually or both', include a map at a readable
scale if the area is shown spatially, and include the council seal on both text and plans if
both form part of the amendment.2 Extraneous plans and text do not form part of
amendments.

In AM 2018/03, the area covered by the whole PSA coincides with the area covered by
the SAP - as all the proposed rezonings and code overlay changes apply to lands within
the SAP area. This area is defined in section F5.2 'Application of this Plan' and more
specifically in section F5.2.1 and the associated Figure 1. Section F5.2.1 states:

'This specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as the Cambria
Specific Area Plan on the overlay maps and in Figure 1'.

As there are no!designated 'Cambria Specific Area Plan' overlay maps that have been
sealed as part of the amendment - this leaves the Cambria SAP land exclusively
defined as the area shown in Figure 1 in the sealed instrument. I note that, contrary to
what Mr McElwaine appears to believe, the reference to 'overlay maps' does not refer to
the proposed code overlay amendment maps that form part of the PSA - there is no area
of land 'designated as the Cambria Specific Area Plan' on any of these maps, and these
maps will be subsumed into the overall code overlays following any amendment. The
reference appears to relate to non-existent and/or future 'Cambria Specific Area Plan'
overlay maps that have not been certified or sealed by the planning authority, nor placed
on public exhibition.

I would draw your attention to Figure 1 in the certified amendment (and requested SAP)
- I have not copied it here because I do not wish to distort or degrade it via reproduction.
It is a simple, unambiguous map with enough features to establish its location in space,
and shows the 'Cambria Specific Area Plan' land as a large shaded area within a simple
external boundary. In avoiding unnecessarily complex spatial boundaries, it follows
normal drafting convention and good planning practice. It contains no textual caveats
and employs only one colour (blue). Belying Mr Well's post-certification assertion that
the road reserves are not visible at this map's scale - the map has no identified scale

I See pages 4-7 of Shaun McElwaine's submission dated 14 May, 2019.
2 Tasmanian Planning Commission, 2017. Practice Note / - Subject: Planning Scheme Amendments, /7
September 20/7, TPC, Hobart.
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and shows several reserved roads within the shaded area (as will become clearer
below). A number of standard techniques could have been used to exclude reserved
roads from the SAP area, such as using another colour to specify their exclusion, or
simply adding 'excluding roads' to the text - but none of these have been employed. The
certified Figure 1 and clause F5.2.1 simply do not show the complex spatial boundary
that would ensue if all the reserved roads were excluded - but Figure 1 and clause
F5.2.1 definitively establish the area covered by the amendment.

Reserved Roads Within the Cambria SAP Area

Essentially as Mr McElwaine has indicated, a reserved road is a corridor of land retained
by the Crown to provide for potential future access, created by being excluded from the
Crown grant at the time of transfer.3 Typically, reserved roads remain in the ownership of
the Crown, and can be identified via the land title system and maps kept by the Land
Titles Office. At Attachment 1, for example, I have included the original land grants and
map, and current folio plan for CT 251306/1, identifying and establishing the location of a
reserved road owned by the Crown, just to the north of the Meredith River.

Reserved roads that are not public roads are managed by Property Services (formerly
Crown Land Services) in DPIPWE; reserved roads that have become public
roads/highways under the Local Government (Highways) Act 1982 are managed by
Councils; and reserved roads that have become public roads/highways under the Roads
and Jetties Act 1935 and Highways Act 1951 are managed by the Department of State
Growth.4

In relation to the Cambria SAP area, I note that Mr McElwaine devotes several
paragraphs of his 14 May 2019 submission to arguing that reserved roads do not form
part of the land owned by the applicants - and this is not contested. It is a matter of fact
that several of the folio plans that form part of the certificates of title show the existence
and location of reserved roads - but it is rather the point that these lands are not owned
by the title owners, but rather by the Crown.

Two simple maps that I have prepared (for my own research) are at Attachment 2, and
these show the location of reserved roads within the shaded Figure 1/F5.2.1 Cambria
SAP area. I have not highlighted Boathouse Rd which runs along part of the outer
northern boundary, nor the Tasman Highway. All of the folio plans showing the location
of these reserves are already in evidence before the Commission - most of them in
Appendix A of Ireneinc's 19 March 2018 document titled 'Cambria, Tasmania'.
Nonetheless, in addition to the folio plan in Attachment 1, I have included several more
folio plans confirming reserved road locations within the western part of the Cambria
SAP area as part of Attachment 2, for your convenience.

I note that one day after Mr McElwaine forwarded his 14 May 2019 submission to the
Commission to the Department of State Growth (DSG), DSG's Mr Gregory replied to the

3 Crown Land Services, 2017. Access to Crown Land, II May 2017. DPfPWE, Hobart.
4 Crown Land Services, 2017.
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Commission that it did not consider that the Tasman Highway fell within the Cambria
SAP area.s Mr Gregory did not disclose any particular justification for this assessment. I
assume that it is the Planning Commission's responsibility to determine which lands are
affected by the planning scheme amendment AM-2018/03 and compliance with LUPAA,
rather than the agencies that manage Crown lands. However I would not have thought
that it was necessary for the Commission to rule on every single reserved road within the
Cambria SAP area to decide on the jurisdictional matter at hand.

I note too that Mr Wells has expressed the view, just prior to and after certification, that
the reserved roads do not fall with the PSA/SAP area, and that Ms Welch did so after
certification - but I am not aware that either has provided any evidence or justification to
support their view. As I have noted above, the boundary of such an SAP area would be
very spatially complex - and for no apparent reason - and this boundary is not shown or
described in either the requested SAP instrument or the certified and sealed
amendment. As a quick example of the clumsiness and carelessness of such a
boundary, you might glance at the very small area of land next to reserved road number
5, on Map 1 in Attachment 2, that would be cut off from the main SAP area and
surrounded by land not covered by the SAP overlay. Whilst I can see that assuming the
existence of such a boundary would be convenient for the applicants, planning authority
and their former planners, I am not personally persuaded that it would be legal, ethical or
represent good planning practice.

As I believe you can see from the Attachment 1 and 2 maps, folio plans, certified and
sealed amendment, and the applicants' requested SAP, a number of the reserved roads
owned by the Crown fall within the shaded 'Figure l' area that designates the land to
which the Cambria SAP applies.

Landowner Consent For Certain PSA Requests Under LUPAA

As the Commission is aware, LUPAA states, under section 33(1) that a person may
request a planning authority to amend a planning scheme administered by it, and under
s 33(2A) that:

'ff a request under subsection (1) is in respect of one parcel or several parcels of
land covered by the planning scheme and is requested by a person who is not
the owner of the land to which the proposed amendment applies, the request
must be-

(a) signed by the owner or owners of the land; or
(b) accompanied by the written permission of the owner or owners to the
making of the request. '

As the Commission is also aware, the request by Ireneinc obo Cambria Green
Agriculture and Tourism Management Pty Ltd (CGATM) for the Cambria Green planning

5 Department of State Growth, Response Submission, ] 5 May 20] 9.
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scheme amendment and subsequently certified as AM2018/03, was not accompanied by
the written permission of the Crown to the making of the request. I note that so far, Liu
Kejing's CGATM (at 2018) has not claimed to be acting as an agent for the Crown under
s 33(1) - but should such a claim arise, I am sure we would all be most interested to see
written verification of this relationship.

I submit that as the Ireneinc/CGA TM request for the Cambria Green planning scheme
amendment applies to several reserved roads owned by the Crown, including but not
limited to the reserved roads shown on the folio plan for CT 251306/1, and as the
request was not accompanied by the written permission of the Crown, the Commission
does not havE~jurisdiction to determine the proposed planning scheme amendment.

Dr Peggy James
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